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The Long Term Care Social Workers
of Iowa is pleased to announce Steven
Atkinson as our keynote speaker for
the Spring Conference!
Steven Atkinson is a Board Certified
Physician Assistant specializing in
Geriatric Internal Medicine. He is adjunct faculty at the University of
Utah and has been in medicine for
over 28 years now. He is a dynamic
speaker and lectures nationally. His
published work includes "Geriatric
Pharmacology: The Principals of Practice & Clinical Recommendations"
which is now in its second edition.
Steven was recently invited to the
Twin Cities area as Founder and CoOwner of Twin Cities Physicians which
provides "on-site" Geriatric care to
older adults. He enjoys working with
the elderly and considers it his
"passion" in life. His positive personality and energy have earned him several local awards in the arena of Geriatric Adult Medicine.

Dealing with cognitively-impaired
geriatric patients
can be challenging
even for the experienced healthcare professional.
Learn strategies to
manage behaviors
such as:






Dementia, Depression & Delirium
Sundowning & Wandering
Physical & Sexual Aggression
Eating Issues & Nutrition
Inappropriate Sexual Advances

Discover techniques to deal with:
 Caregiver Stress & Burn Out
.
Learn innovative and practical intervention strategies to improve the
care you provide.
“Best ever! Realistic, professional, entertaining, problem solver...great handouts!”
~ LTCSWI Member who Recommended Mr. Atkinson

Mr. Atkinson will provide an all-day
seminar on Thursday, April 6.
Additional information on the spring
conference can be found on the last
page of this newsletter.
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Long Term Care Social Workers of Iowa
Business Minutes for 2016
The Long Term Care Social Workers of Iowa educated members with four
newsletters, a member directory, a discussion forum, and two conferences.
The Spring Conference was a two day conference on April 14 and 15, at the
Gateway Conference Center in Ames. Sara Sanders was our presenter on
Thursday, covering Ethics…Professional Boundaries, Conflicts of Interest, and
Dual Relationships in End of Life Care (met 3.0 CEU’s for Ethics requirement)
and Grief and Loss at the End of Life (3.0 CEU’s). On Friday Lisa Cox presented on Managing Psychiatric Disturbances in the Geriatric Population.
This was followed by Kelli Todd & Kelsey Zantingh, representatives from the
Office of the State LTC Ombudsman, who addressed Medicaid Managed Care.
We then had a quick update on MDS Section Q by Pam Railsback. Afternoon
presentations included Resident Sexual Expression by Merea Bentrott, and Deep
Communication: The Key to Handling Difficult Behavior, with Don Broshare.
Total of 5.5 CEU’s for Friday. Four vendors exhibited at the conference. Number attending was a record 115.
The Fall Conference was held October 28, at the Gateway Conference Center in
Ames. Jo Kline Cebuhar spoke on The Health Care Advance Directive. Representatives from the three Managed Care Organizations discussed their policies
and procedures as they relate to LTC facilities. Nancy Van Wyk, a Certified
Dementia Practitioner, gave a presentation on Person-Centered Care. The conference concluded with a presentation entitled, Positive Approach to Dementia
Care, by Elaine Eshbaugh. Total of 6.0 CEUs. Eleven vendors exhibited at the
conference: Number attending was 68.
LTCSWI Membership for 2016: 123 Members
The organization continues to maintain a website with information about our
organization, conference announcements, and newsletters. The newsletter and
membership directory are emailed to members. We continued our Discussion
Forum. This year we adopted a new logo and included it in all our marketing
materials.
Board members for 2016: Tonya Amos, Lorene Austin-Bennett, LeeAnn
Braga (Elected October), Teddy Crawford, Ben Dino, Connie Hadden, Amanda
Jaramillo Ayόn, Elaine Malek (Elected April), Lori Miller, Sylvia Mork
(Elected October), Sara Thompson, Sarah Varney (Resigned February), and
Evonne Sherer (Treasurer).
Respectfully Submitted,
Ceci Johnson
Executive Director
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Sample Sexual Expression Policy for Facilities
Submitted by Tonya Amos, Local Long Term Care Ombudsman
DISCLAIMER: This is a sample policy intended to provide guidance to long-term care facilities and assisted living programs.
This is not an exhaustive policy and no portion of this sample policy should be construed as legal advice.

Policy No.: 12345
Effective Date: Immediately
TITLE: Resident/Tenant Sexual Expression Policy
STATEMENT Of POLICY: It is the goal of Sample Facility to support residents/tenants in developing maximum self-reliance and independence regarding their sexual choices and promote attitudes of awareness, acceptance, and respect of sexual diversity. Sample Facility’s policy
is based on the directive of the federal Nursing Home Reform Act of 1987 which guarantees residents and all persons residing in Medicaid/
Medicare settings the rights to dignity, privacy, freedom, personal property, and expression. To preserve the dignity and ensure the safety of
residents/tenants involved in acts of healthy sexual expression, Sample Facility has developed the following guidelines.
DEFINITIONS: the following definitions should be applied to the provisions outlined in this policy.
Sexual expression: language, gestures, conduct, or activities that indicate a desire for sexual gratification (e.g., hugging, kissing, handholding, flirting/teasing, masturbation, touch/stimulation, romantic affection, signs of companionship, pursuing, reading sexually-related or explicit materials).
Healthy sexual expression: a positive and respectful approach to sexuality and sexual relationships, as well as the possibility of pleasurable
and safe sexual experiences, free of coercion, discrimination and violence (World Health Organization, 2016).
Consent: Consent may be evidenced through the language, gestures, conduct, activities or other affirmative actions of a resident/tenant who:
1. exhibits cognitive decision-making capacity; or 2. exhibits diminished cognitive decision-making capacity (e.g., neurocognitive disorders such
as Dementia/Alzheimer’s Disease)
Incapacitated: "incapacitated" means a person is disabled or deprived of ability, as follows: 1."Mentally incapacitated" means that a person is
temporarily incapable of apprising or controlling the person's own conduct due to the influence of a narcotic, anesthetic, or intoxicating substance. 2."Physically helpless" means that a person is unable to communicate an unwillingness to act because the person is unconscious,
asleep, or is otherwise physically limited.
3."Physically incapacitated" means that a person has a bodily impairment or handicap that substantially limits the person's ability to resist or
flee (Iowa Code § 709.1A).
Interdisciplinary Care Team (ICT): a group of healthcare professionals with diverse roles and a common purpose to achieve optimal health
outcomes for residents/tenants. In collaboration with the resident/tenant, the ICT determines the best health outcomes for the resident/tenant
and establishes care/service goals. ICT members should be determined by the resident’s/tenant’s needs. Facility/ALP ICTs typically include the
resident/tenant, physician, nurse, social worker, and direct care worker; However, the ICT can be extended as necessary to include family
members or significant others, physical or occupational therapists, dieticians, speech pathologists, psychologists, or pastoral care.
Reportable Incident: See State and Federal reporting requirements.
Sexual abuse: Any sex act between persons is sexual abuse by either of the persons when the act is performed with the other person in any
of the following circumstances: 1. The act is done by force or against the will of the other. If the consent or acquiescence of the other is procured by threats of violence toward any person or if the act is done while the other is under the influence of a drug inducing sleep or is otherwise in a state of unconsciousness, the act is done against the will of the other. 2. Such other person is suffering from a mental defect or incapacity which precludes giving consent, or lacks the mental capacity to know the right and wrong of conduct in sexual matters. 3. Such other
person is a child. (Iowa Code § 709.1)
POLICY:
I. Cognitive decision-making capacity:
a. This policy applies to individuals who exhibit intact cognitive decision-making capacity, as well as those who exhibit diminished cognitive decision-making capacity. Because every resident’s/tenant’s circumstances and level of capacity to consent differs, the facility/
ALP must develop highly individualized approaches, rather than a single blanket approach, to assess each sexually related situation.
In addition to provisions outlined in Sections below:
i. Some residents/tenants who exhibit intact cognitive decision-making capacity may require a cognitive assessment conducted by
a physician to confirm consent was and continues to be given. This determination should be made by the resident’s/tenant’s
ICT.
~ Continued on Page 4
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Sample Sexual Expression Policy
Continued from Page 3
Ii.

Residents/tenants who exhibit diminished cognitive decision-making capacity (e.g., neurocognitive disorders such as Dementia/
Alzheimer’s Disease) will require a cognitive assessment conducted by a physician to confirm consent was and continues to be
given.
b. Conducting Cognitive Assessments: the decision to assess/reassess should be based upon the individual needs and preferences of
each resident/tenant.
II. Resident/Tenant Sexual Rights
a. Residents/tenants have the right to be sexually expressive with other residents/tenants or visitors in accordance with the following
conditions:
i. Each sexually-related occurrence must be legal and consensual, and may not involve the solicitation of others. Sexual expression should be prevented where the potential for the transmission of a sexually transmitted infection exists or where other residents, tenants, staff, and visitors may be negatively affected by the act.
ii. Residents/tenants should be provided access to spaces and opportunities for privacy, as well as sexually-explicit materials
which are legal in nature (e.g., movies, videos, magazines, photographs), and electronic equipment necessary to use the materials (e.g., iPad, DVD player).
iii. Residents/tenants have the right to receive information, consultation, education, and/or counseling related to sexual expression.
III. Facility/ALP Responsibilities
A. The facility/ALP should conduct a thoughtful review of situations and accounts of sexual expression among or between residents/
tenants or with visitors to determine a solution that best meets the needs of and protects the residents/tenants involved. A description
of the outcomes of the investigation should be shared with the resident/tenant as well as the ICT and documented in the residents’
care or tenant’s service plan.
b. Incidents of abuse or suspected abuse should be self-reported by the facility/ALP to the Iowa Department of Inspections and Appeals
and other agencies as required by law.
c. The facility/ALP should continually examine the physical and cultural environment for restrictions to residents’/tenants’ privacy or
opportunities to be sexually expressive, and adapt the environment where possible to accommodate sexual expression between or
among residents/tenants and with visitors (e.g., scheduled alone time for roommates where shared rooms pose privacy issues).
d. The facility/ALP should offer ongoing training, support and resources to staff to equip them with skills and knowledge related to sexual expression, resident/tenant rights, sensitization, boundaries, ethics, proper response strategies, and documentation and reporting
procedures.
e. The facility/ALP should review the sexual expression policy with residents/tenants and families (including updates to policy), and
continually offer learning opportunities and resources related to sexual expression and residents’/tenants’ rights.
f. The facility/ALP should ensure that all staff members have received and reviewed the sexual expression policy (including updates to
policy) and establish processes for ensuring that the procedures outlined in the policy are carried out by all facility/ALP staff.
IV. Staff Responsibilities
a. Staff should support and facilitate resident/tenant sexual expression in a safe and respectful manner and intervene only where it is
determined that the sexual expression policy is likely to be violated or where the recommendations of the ICT are not carried out.
b. Staff should maintain knowledge of the facility’s/ALP’s sexual expression policy and uphold the provisions it sets forth.
c. Staff should seek additional information and resources from the facility/ALP where necessary to uphold residents’/tenants’ rights and
provide proper aid and assistance in addressing and documenting sexually related situations.
d. Staff should immediately report suspected sexual abuse to facility/ALP management.
e. Staff should remain knowledgeable of sexually related resources, training, materials, and consultation opportunities available to residents/tenants, so that recommendations can be offered where requested.
f. Staff should make residents/tenants aware of opportunities for appropriate use of private space to the extent that it is
available.
g.

Staff should report to the facility/ALP instances of sexual expression that are not addressed in the existing sexual expression policy, so that updates and/or amendments can be made.

DISCLAIMER: This is a sample policy intended to provide guidance to long-term care facilities and assisted living programs.
This is not an exhaustive policy and no portion of this sample policy should be construed as legal advice .
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Alzheimer’s and Dementia Behavior Management:
Tips for Managing Common Symptoms and Problems in Dementia Patients
From HelpGuide.Org
Visit https://www.helpguide.org/ for the complete article which includes references, related articles and active links.

When a loved one with Alzheimer’s or another dementia
experiences behavior problems such as wandering, aggressiveness, hallucinations, or sleeping and eating difficulties, it’s distressing. It can also make your role as
caregiver even more challenging. While you may think
that behavior problems are an inevitable part of your
loved one’s dementia, behavioral problems are made
worse by the patient’s environment or their inability to
deal with stress. By making simple changes in the caring atmosphere, you can ease stress and significantly
improve both your loved one’s well-being and your own
caregiving experience.

Understanding Alzheimer's or dementia behavior problems
One of the major challenges of caring for a loved one with Alzheimer’s or dementia can be coping with the
troubling behavior and personality changes that often occur. It’s important to remember that the person
with dementia is not being deliberately difficult. Your loved one’s behavior can often be a reaction to stress
or a frustrated attempt to communicate. If you can establish why the patient is stressed or what’s triggering a discomfort, you should be able to resolve the behavior. Remember, the patient responds to your facial expression, tone of voice, and body language far more than your words. Use eye contact, a smile, or
reassuring touch to help convey your message and show your compassion. Try not to take problem behaviors personally and do your best to maintain your sense of humor.

5 ways to help identify the causes of problem behavior:
1. Look at your loved one's body language and imagine what he or she might be feeling or
trying to express.
2. Ask yourself, what happened just before the problem behavior started? Did something
trigger the behavior?
3. Are the patient’s needs being met? Is your loved one hungry, thirsty, or in pain?
4. Does changing the environment by introducing favorite music, for example, help
to comfort the person?
5. How did you react to the problem behavior? Did your reaction help to soothe the
patient or did it make the behavior worse?

Continued on Page 6
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Create a calm and soothing environment
The environment and atmosphere you create while caregiving can
play a large part in helping an Alzheimer’s or dementia patient
feel calm and safe.
Modify the environment to reduce potential stressors that can
create agitation and disorientation. These include loud or unidentifiable noises, shadowy lighting, mirrors or other reflecting surfaces,
garish colors, and patterned wallpaper.
Maintain calm within yourself. Getting anxious or upset in response to problem behavior can increase the patient’s stress. Respond to the emotion being communicated by the behavior, not the
behavior itself. Try to remain flexible, patient, and relaxed. If you
find yourself becoming anxious or losing control, take time out to
cool down.

Manage stress in an Alzheimer’s patient
Different stress-reducing techniques work better for some Alzheimer’s patients than others, so you may
need to experiment to find the ones that best help your loved one.

Stress management tips for Alzheimer’s patients:
Exercise is one of the best stress-relievers for both the Alzheimer's patient and you, the caregiver.
Regular walking, dancing, or seated exercises can have a positive effect on many problem behaviors, such
as aggression, wandering, and difficulty sleeping. Indoor shopping malls are vast walking opportunities
protected from the weather.
Simple activities can be a way for your loved one to reconnect with their earlier life. Someone who
used to enjoy cooking, for example, may still gain pleasure from the simple chore of washing vegetables
for dinner. Try to involve your loved one in as many daily activities as possible. Folding laundry, watering
plants, or going for a drive in the country can all help to manage stress.
Remembering the past may also help soothe an Alzheimer's patient. Even if your loved one can't remember what happened a few minutes ago, he or she may still clearly recall things from decades ago. Try asking general questions about your loved one's distant past.
Use calming music or play your loved one's favorite type of music as a way to relax them when agitated.
Music therapy can also help soothe someone with Alzheimer's during mealtimes and bath times, making
the processes easier for both of you.
Interacting with other people is still important. While large groups of strangers may increase stress for
an Alzheimer's patient, spending time with different people in one-on-one situations can help to increase
physical and social activity and relieve stress.
Pets can provide a source of positive, nonverbal communication. The playful interaction and gentle
touch from a well-trained, docile animal can help soothe an Alzheimer's patient and decrease aggressive
behavior. If you don't have a pet of your own, see Resources section below for organizations that offer pet
visits.
Taking time to really connect with the person you're caring for can release hormones that boost the
patient's mood and reduce stress—and it can have the same effect on you, too. Even if your loved one
can no longer communicate verbally, it's important to take a short time when you're at your calmest to
focus fully on him or her. Avoid all distractions—such as the TV, cell-phone, and computer—make eye
contact if possible, hold the person's hand or stroke his or her cheek, and talk in a calm, reassuring tone
of voice. When you connect in this way, you'll both experience a process that lowers stress and supports
well-being.
~ Submitted by Lori Miller
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Social Work Webinar Series
The University of Iowa School of Social
Work offers a webinar series for and
about Nursing Home Social Work. There
are no upcoming webinars listed but you
are welcome to watch previously recorded sessions at no cost. The recordings are posted on the Past Webinars
page and can be "streamed" (watched on
your computer without having to actually
download the file).

Recordings of Past Webinars
 Guardianship 101: What Every Nursing Home
Social Worker Needs to Know
 Family Conflict in the Nursing Home Setting
 Paradigm in Nursing Homes: Physician Orders
for Life-Sustaining Treatment
 Supervising Social Work Field Students

For more information about the previous and upcoming webinars, please check out their website:
http://clas.uiowa.edu/socialwork/nursing-home-social-work-network

Discussion Forum
Did you know the Long Term Care Social Workers of Iowa has a Discussion Forum?
Submit your questions to Ceci Johnson at ltcswi@mchsi.com and we will send out an
email to LTCSWI members asking for their input.

Resource Page and Listserv for
Nursing Home Social Workers
Did you know? The University of Iowa School of
Social Work maintains a resource page for nursing
home social workers. This resource page includes a
listserv for nursing home social workers and social
service staff to network and discuss issues related
to nursing home social work.
The website is: http://clas.uiowa.edu/socialwork/
nursing-home-social-work-network
~ Submitted by Ceci Johnson

Long Term Care Social Workers
of Iowa
Long Term Care Social Workers of Iowa
1040 Market Street
Carlisle, IA 50047
Phone: 515-989-6068
E-mail: ltcswi@mchsi.com
Ceci Johnson
Executive Director

The Long Term Care Social Workers of Iowa is a statewide organization, promoting the professional status of
social work in long term care facilities. Our purpose is
to facilitate your professional growth in long term care,
offer continuing education opportunities for you, and
provide the means with which you can enrich the lives of
long term care residents and their families. Anyone who
works in long term care is welcome to join!

Member Benefits
Conferences

www.ltcswi.com





Two offered each year
CEU’s
Discounted registration fees

Quarterly Newsletter
Timely articles pertaining to social work
in long term care

Membership Directory
Locate social workers in your area

Discussion Forum
Practical advice from your peers

LTCSWI Spring Conference
Thursday, April 6, 2017

Friday, April 7, 2017

Challenging Geriatric Behaviors

Palliative Care and Pain Management
with Chronic Illness or Disease

Steven Atkinson
Author and Nationally-Known Speaker
Provides 6.0 hours of CEU’s.

Gateway Hotel and Conference Center
Ames, Iowa

For more information download the conference
brochure and registration form:
www.ltcswi.com
Or contact Ceci Johnson: 515-989-6068 or
ltcswi@mchsi.com

Joan Beard
Director of Pain, Palliative Care, & Sedation Team
Mercy Medical Center

CMS New Rules & Regulations
Kathy Kieler & Mindla White
LTC Bureau Chiefs
Department of Inspections & Appeals

Issues in Geriatric Psychiatry
Robert L. Bender II, MD
Geriatric Medicine & Memory Center
Broadlawns Medical Center
Provides 5.0 hours of CEU’s.

